
Writing - Journal Entries, Weeks 19-20, Sem 2 (2017) May 8-12, 15-16, 2017

5-8-17 Title
Write (for 10 minutes)... your 
favorite journal entry in this 
class so far. Why was it your 

favorite? Explain.  -OR- 
Write down today's quote, 
explain it, and relate to it. 
Use the full 10 minutes.
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5-9-17 Title
Wriet (for 10 minutes) ... 

about your favorite writing 
assignment in this class so 

far. Explain. -OR- Write down 
today's quote, explain it, and 
relate to it. Be sure to use the 

full 10 minutes, today.
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5-10-17 Title
Write (for 10 minutes) about... 
what you plan to do with what 
you've learned in Writing this 
semester? How can you use 
it in the future? Explain.  -OR- 

Write down today's quote, 
explain it, and relate to it, 
using the full 10 minutes.
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5-11-17 Title
Write (for 10 minutes)... about 

how far you've come in 
Writing. Has your writing 

changed? Have you grown as 
a writer? Have you 

challenged yourself? Explain.                     
-OR- Write down today's 

quote, explain it, and relate to 
it, using the full 10 minutes.

\
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5-12-17 Title
Write (for 10 minutes) ... 
about your semester of 

Writing. What has it meant 
to you? How have you dealt 

with your assigned tasks, 
classmates, teacher, or etc.? 
Explain.      -OR- Write down 
today's quote, explain it, and 

relate to it. Use the full 10 
minutes.
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5-15-17 Title
Welcome to your last week of 

Writing. Please finish 
organizing your binder, 
looking through your 

assignments, and deciding 
what you will cover in your 

reflective essay. Your 
portfolio is part of your exam 

final grade  - does it 
adequately reflect your 

abilities in writing? Explain. 
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5-16-17 Title
Today's is the last entry of 
the year: let's progressive 

write! Write two sentences to 
begin; then, write one 
sentence below those 

(reading and responding to 
only the previous two 

sentences). Use the prompt: 
"Writing to me 
is....._______."


